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Vol. 7 No. BRIO Autumn 1970Walter Stoc
JOHN DAVIES

BRIO 7/1 carried the last of Walter Stock's numerous Notes and News', a warning ofhis retirement in July, and his own signing-off note. These summary indications mark theend of long chapters of devoted service to music librarianship in London and are simply notenough.Walter joined the Royal Academy of Music in 1927 and served under Sir John McEwento 1936, Sir Stanley Ma.rchant 1936-47, Sir Reginald Thatcher 1947-55, Sir Thomas Armstrong1955-69 and Professor Anthony Lewis 1969-70. For the first ten years he worked mainly ina secretarial capacity on the Principal's staff and was seconded to the library in 1937 as asenior to look after the historic and working collections under the threat of war. This hehas never stopped doing in war or peace.Academy libraries the world over have tended to suffer neglect, administrative hostility,or at best indifference (with the R.A.M. no better than most) so that the furrow ploughed byWalter as 'library clerk' was a hard one, and at times unenviable. The official attitude to anyformal training (shared by most of the earlier Conveners of the Library Committee) wasagin ', but practical help and moral support came from Sir Henry Wood (who instructedWalter in a sort of slide-rule method of transposition for copying parts) and from LionelMcColvin.Walter joined the Library Association in 1945, served under J. D. Stewart on its 'non-books' Committee, and made his first professional appearance at the London and HomeCounties Eastbourne Conference in 1949. It seemed therefore a natural choice that hisenthusiasm and organising ability should be capitalised in helping to lay the foundations ofI.A.M.L. (U.K.). From 1953 onwards the Branch's and Walter's lives have been almostumbilically tethered. In the detailed organisation of the Cambridge conference of 1959 heset a standard hard to surpass, and his share is still warmly recalled by many. Our ownregional conferences also (Bristol, Birmingham, Manchester, London, Cambridge), fell tohim to organise and everyone was always sure of a warm welcome, comfort and trim workingschedules. Ideas came readily (BRIO itself was one of them) and the will to translate theminto action. Many of our earliest members came to us through his personal persuasion, andin countless other ways the Branch has borne the stamp of Walter's personality. Widowerhoodand a serious illness pulled him down, but with remarkable resilience he continued to serveAcademy and Branch with the highest loyalty and a mind admirably open to suggestion.To revert to Walter's career at the Academy (the details may easily go unrecorded other-wise), he was often single-handed, and had to provide a service from i York Gate until thecollections were transferred to the Academy basement in 1938. There, canteen smells andall (a proposal to take over the whole basement was vetoed by surveyors), he coped, withsporadic help from J. Primrose (father of the viola virtuoso, William), C. Henwood (a co-founder of the Musicians' Union), J. Houghton and C. Hamilton, until 1956 when he wasgiven the full style of Librarian, a post which he held until he became Associate Librarian
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with Jane Harington in 1967. During this period he compiled (under C. B. Oldman's direction)a short-title catalogue of the manuscripts and early editions in his charge, and contributedarticles (Mackenzie, Dale, Marchant) to Grove V.The re-organization of the library and its opening in new rooms by the Queen Motherin 1968 (all cabbage odours now banished), were inspired by Sir Thomas Armstrong, butthey none-the-less served to set the seal on Walter's professional career. In his time, individualcollections flowed in—notably those of G. D. Cunningham the organist and, in 1938, ofHenry Wood (some of the scores were later withdrawn by Lady Wood on account ofcompromising remarks they contain, made in Sir Henry's younger days, on other conductors!)The Committee and members honoured Walter in speeches (and a subsequent dinner)at the Annual General Meeting on 7th May making him an Honorary Life Member, and nowwish him a long, healthy and contented retirement in Suffolk. One honour lies outside ourpower: an orchestral concert of music of his own choice conducted by a small galaxy ofconductors he has served so long and so well. This particular pleasure is being accordedto Walter by the Royal Academy and R.A.M. Club in November. No-one could haveearned it more.

A.A .C.R., 1967: Chapters I3A music librarian's view of a caialoguing code
MIRIAM MILLER
One of the most important recent developments in cataloguing has been the publication ofthe Anglo-American Cataloguing Code, 1967. It is of interest to the music librarian because it isthe first general cataloguing code to give proper consideration to those materials which mostoften appear in a music library, namely, printed and recorded music. This is in line with thepolicy of the code, which has been compiled primarily to respond to the needs of generalresearch libraries', and whose rules are as comprehensive as they could be made in theircoverage of types of materials that are acquired in research libraries'. These quotations,from the Introduction to the code by C. Sumner Spalding, who succeeded Seymour Lubetzkyas editor in 1962, indicate that the rules are suitable for any library, since any library may beused for research purposes. It must be stated at the outset, however, that neither Chapter itMusic, nor Chapter 14—Phonorecords, can be used in isolation, indeed, a glance at eitherchapter will demonstrate that this would be totally unworkable. This is due to the basicconstruction of the code. Both chapters appear in Part III of the volume, as two of six,devoted to the cataloguing of non-book materials and their rules deal only with those problemswhich are peculiar to such materials. The organisation of the code is such that commonproblems of entry and heading are dealt with in Part I, and the principles of descriptivecataloguing are laid down in Part II. The music librarian will not find in Chapter 13 thedirection 'Enter a musical work under the composer. . .' which appears as Rule 8 of theAnglo-American Code, 1908, the parent of the new work. Instead, he will find in the intro-ductory notes to Chapter it, the recommendation that entry should be made under the author',together with a footnote explaining that By 'author' is meant the person or corporate

body chiefly responsible for the creation of the intellectual or artistic content of a work.Therefore, since only Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart can be regarded as being responsible for thecontent of the 'Jupiter' ,Symphony, (which is both intellectual and artistic), the main entry, in thiscase, will be made under his name. This is emphasised in an introductory note to Chapter 13which states Unless otherwise provided by the rules below, the general rules for entry inChapter it apply equally to musical compositions, the composer being regarded in each caseas the author.' The example may also be used to illustrate the application of another rule,relevant to the case, but not included in Chapter '3, namely, Rule 40, which directs Enter aperson under the name by which he is commonly identified. .'. The heading, in this casewill be, therefore, Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, the cataloguer disregarding the forenamesJohann Chrysostom, which are rarely used with reference to this composer. The aim of thecode is to establish for each work a sought' heading, the heading under which the catalogueuser is most likely to look for his document, and in this, broadly speaking, it succeeds.Of course, not every rule in Parts I and II is relevant to the cataloguing of music materials.As yet, no example has come to light of corporate composership, so that the rules for corporatebodies may be disregarded, but it is worthy of note that both libretti and thematic catalogues(or indexes) are included with other related works' in Rule 19, while folk music, being, asit is, of uncertain or unknown authorship' is covered by Rule 2.The layout of the rules in Chapters 13 and 14 follows that of the rest of the code. Aproblem is stated, a solution recommended and examples are quoted for main entry and addedentries. Rule 230 deals with Musical works with authorship of a mixed character', discussingopera, ballad opera, musical comedy, songs, etc, works, in fact, where a literary text is involvedas well as a musical score. Rules 23I and 232 draw a valuable distinction between arrangementsof music from one medium to another (23') and related music (232) where there has beena distinct alteration of another work'. The solutions recommended reflect the principle ofintellectual responsibility stated at the outset. An arrangement of a Beethoven divertimentois given a main entry under Beethoven, with an added entry under the name of the arranger,while Rachmaninoff's Rhapsody on a theme of Paganini has its main entry under Rachmaninoff,and an added entry under Paganini. The distinction is carefully drawn, and is a useful solutionto a recurring problem in music cataloguing.The next group of rules, nos. 233-243 deal with the use of the uniform title, a very necessarydevice when bringing together all editions, selections and translations of a work, for themusic librarian is required to catalogue from title-pages in several languages, and also tocope with the various methods of expression used by different music publishers to describethe same item. In the first case, Rule 2.34 recommends that a uniform title should beestablished in the language of the original title, unless a translated title (in English or other-wise) is better known'. This recommendation follows the' sought' principle already evidentin the rules for the establishment of headings, but makes the cataloguer responsible fordeciding whether or not a translated title is better known than the original. This is notalways easy. There are titles such as La Traviata and Con i fan tutte, which are virtuallyuntranslatable, but what is the cataloguer to do with a work such as Tchaikovsky's Casse-noisette, which is equally well known as The Nutcracker? A moment's reflection willdemonstrate that it is not always possible to be completely consistent even when dealing withthe works of one composer, and the decision as to which title to adopt may well be determinedby the demands of the users of the library. In the second case, Rule 235 recommends theestablishment of a conventional title, each identifying element being specified in the followingorder form and instrumentation, number (if any) within an established sequence, key,opus (or equivalent) number, descriptive title or soubriquet'. This results in a conventionaltitle as follows:—Sonata, piano, C sharp minor, Op. 27, no. 2. (Moonlight).
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This order and detail produce a proper identification of a work which may well appearon different title pages as :—Beethoven's/Moonlight/Sonata.Pianoforte sonata/in C sharp minor/' The Moonlight'.Sonata for piano/No. 14r The Moonlight'.Subsequent rules in this section deal with the establishment of a uniform title in particularsituations. Rule 239 deals with collections of the works of one composer, and Rule 240with uniform titles for excerpts from larger works. Rule 241, which deals with arrangementsrecommends the addition of the abbreviation arr. ' to the uniform title thus collocating allarrangements of a work, and Rule 243 recommends the addition of the term 'vocal score' tothe uniform title when 'the score of a work is issued in a reduced form'.The description of printed music is discussed in the next group of rules, and is taken to be'a transcript of the title and subtitle, a statement of opus or serial number or key signature andstatements of composer, editor, arranger, translation and translator, score and editor of score—where these are relevant—, imprint, collation and notes, given in the order cited'. Thisfollows, broadly, the rules given in Part II for the description of literary works, as does Rule244 on the transcription of the title, but Rule 245—Imprint—while declaring that 'thetreatment of imprint in music is, with the qualifications noted below, the same as for literaryworks', demonstrates that it is not always possible to establish a conventional imprint, consistingof place of publication, name of publisher and date of publication, when these details are notclear from the publication itself, or from other sources. With regard to the place of publication,some of the larger publishing houses quote, as part of a more or less decorative border, thenames of all the cities in which they have agencies, translating only the title-page, while themusical text remains the same. Some publishers give the name of the place of printing, butmost of these problems can be overcome by application of Rule 139, which deals with therecording of the imprint for literary works, and recommends the use of the first-named placeon the title-page (with certain exceptions). The name of the publisher is important in musiccataloguing, since there are so many ' standard ' editions of the ' standard ' classics, and thename of a publisher frequently influences the choice of edition. Date of publication of amusical work can be impossible to determine correctly. Many music publishers do not givedates of publication, so that the cataloguer must be content with a copyright date or quotethe nearest decade (Rule 142F). When, however, a plate number appears, this can be invaluablein helping to determine the date of publication, even when one publisher works from another'splates. Rule 245D 4-5 recommends that notes should be made of such details.The collation, or physical description of printed music, is discussed in Rule 246. Again,the point is made that 'The general rules for expressing the collation of monographic worksapply to music, with the exception of those items which are issued in parts or score and parts '.This means that the collation statement will consist of number of pages, illustrations, and size,and we are here reminded that' Works issued in score only should have the statement of scoreincluded in the title transcript (See 244A3) '. When a work is issued in score and parts,however, this is noted in the collation statement thus :—score (23p.) and 16 parts.Rule 248 consists of recommendations with regard to notes which are necessary tosupplement the information given in the body of the entry, and are, therefore, limited tocertain details which might not otherwise be apparent, such as a notation which varies fromthe normal notation for a particular type of publication' (Rule 2.48D) and a list of contents(Rule 248F), a note which is particularly important when cataloguing collections of songs.The Chapter is detailed, and, supported by the rest of the code, comprehensive, but thereare faults. So many examples are quoted in the section on uniform titles as to give theimpression that a uniform title is always necessary when cataloguing music. This is not so,

and a phrase from Rule 244 on the transcription of the title . . . the uniform title, if one hasbeen established. . .' makes this clear, but the confusion is a pardonable one. It is unfortunatethat, having recommended a carefully worked out citation order for the conventional titlein Rule 235, the code should quote an example illustrating Rule 240B2 which does not conformto that order, quoting the key signature as the last element, instead of between the sequencenumber and the opus number, as recommended in Rule 235.More serious, however, is the lack of any mention of folk music, apart from the exceptionto Rule 231B. This is, in fact, the only mention of folk music in the code, which is insufficient,because, even with a knowledge of Parts I and II, it is not immediately obvious that Rule z isapplicable in this case, and none of the examples illustrates a folk song. There is a lack ofspecific directions as to added entries and reference which would be needed to support thenecessary main entry headings recommended in Chapter 14. Admittedly Rule 33 (addedentries) and Chapter 5 (References) are applicable, but in a general sense only, so that it isnecessary to examine each case as it arises. Certain musical works give problems. TheTriumphs of Oriana, for example, is a collection of madrigals by various composers, compiledby Thomas Morley. There is no rule in Chapter 14 which will fit this example, Rule 239dealing only with collections of works by one composer. Rule 5, in Part I, deals withcollections in general, but The Triumphs of Oriana is excluded here, too, since Rule 5A demandsthat a collection with a collective title shall be 'of independent works by different authors,not written for the same occasion or for the publication in hand.' The best solution offeredby this code is to regard the collection as one of those 'Many works of multiple authorshipproduced under the direction of an editor', that editor being Thomas Morley, and applyRule 4A which directs the cataloguer to 'Enter a work produced under editorial directionunder its editor, providing (1) he is named on the title page of the work (he is), (2) the publisheris not named in the title (he is not, but then he, too, is Thomas Morley), and (3) the editorappears to be primarily responsible for the existence of the work' (he does, unless one wishesto lay the responsibility with the tribute at the feet of Queen Elizabeth, since she was itsinspiration).Chapter 14 on phonorecords ' has an introductory note which states that 'These rulesprovide the techniques for cataloguing the various types of aural records . . .' and goes on toexplain the adoption of the term phonorecords ' as being 'to fill the need for a single termto describe all types of aural media ". This chapter, then, discusses different types of soundrecording, but is not limited to recorded music. Rule 250A—Main entry, reiterates thatprevious rules in the code are applicable to the materials discussed in this chapter, so that themusic librarian will catalogue his recordings first according to the rules for music in Chapter13, and secondly by the rules in Chapter 14. This makes for complete consistency of headingand title, the catalogue entries for a printed version and a recorded version of the same workdiffering only as to the collation and notes.Rule 250B deals with collections, which is interesting in view of the previous discussionof the Morley example. This Rule, like Rule 5 , divides collections into those with, and thosewithout a collective title. The solutions recommended are substantially in line with thesolutions offered in Rule 5, but Rule 250B, does not repeat the condition that the items in acollection shall not have been written for the same occasion, nor the work in hand. Neverthe-less, a collection is defined elsewhere in the code as . . . two or more independent works orparts of works published together and not written for the same occasion or for the publicationin hand' so that a recording of The Triumphs of Oriana must be catalogued in the same fashionas a printed version. However, this rule gives a lead in the cataloguing of recital records, agrowing number, for which individual artists have gathered together a collection of favouritesongs or show pieces. The interest in such records is clearly on the performer, and it is theperformer, in sound recordings, who introduces into cataloguing an element not previously
29
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considered. Rule 2.5oB states that if a collection has a person or corporate body prominentlynamed as compiler . . . entry is made under the compiler'. This allows for the main entry tobe made under the name of the artist, and, once more, results in the production of a sought'heading. There is, however, no example to make clear the application of this rule. Rule251—Added entries, recommends that added entries should be made under the names ofperformers and performing groups but not under the individual members of performinggroups', but there is no explanation showing when a performer is to be regarded as a soloistand when as a member of a group. There is, again, no example to make this clear, but,presumably, the code refers to named performing groups, e.g. the Pro Arte Quartet. Thissolution will not, however, satisfy the jazz enthusiast, who is often very much concerned asto the personnel of groups such as Miff Mole and his Molars, and some there are who willlisten only to recordings of Paul Whiteman's Orchestra made when Bix Beiderbecke led thebrass section.Rule 252 deals extensively with description for processed phonorecords, covering, in fivepages, all the various types of sound recordings available at the moment, disc, cylinder,tape, etc. There are so many of these, that it is logical to note the physical form of the recordingin the heading, as the code recommends, but since many libraries house only discs, or, atmost, 'discs and tapes, this direction may well seem superfluous, particularly when entries forprinted and recorded music are kept in separate catalogues. The remainder of this rule dealswith imprint and collation, where, happily, there is a plentiful supply of examples, making therecommendations easier to understand and apply, although it seems odd that the details ofparticipants and performers are to be given in the form of notes, rather than as part of the bodyof the entry, which is where the names of editors, etc are to be specified in an entry for a printedwork. The editor would seem to be the nearest literary parallel to the performer in a recording.Basically, the rules in both chapters are sound, but the busy music librarian may well beirritated by the necessity to hunt through the previous chapters to find the relevant rule. Thesearch could have been made easier by the inclusion of references from Chapter 13 and 14 toother parts of the code, either in the Chapters themselves or in the Index, and the inclusion ofmore useful illustrative examples. What these chapters would benefit from is not revision,but expansion along the lines indicated. It is to be hoped that the Committee responsible forthe Amendments Bulletin currently being published by the Library Association will shortlyturn its attention to this part of what is, basically, an excellent cataloguing tool.
I Library Association. Anglo-Amcrican Cataloguing Rules: British text. London: Library Association, 1967.Chapters 13-14.
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BerliozA  Recent Di scoxoely
CECIL HOPKINSON

Since the publication of my bibliography of Berlioz's works almost twenty years agoremarkably little new material has been discovered musically speaking. True it is that a greatmany late editions and variant issues of varying interest unknown to me in 1950, have turnedup from time to time but recently two items of considerably more have come my way. Thefirst, an arrangement for pianoforte made by Berlioz himself, of the Marseillaise has come tolight, the details of which I have recorded in an article in Music and Letters, and now I have torelate of an edition of the song La Belle Isabeau which presents not only a different version butan earlier one than that described in my book under No. 33A and which it must now replaceby order of priority. The version in my book is described at the head of the first page of musicas—' avec choeur (ad libitum) et piano principal '—and consists of three verses but withchoral endings to each for Soprani, Tenon i e Bassi of three, four and five bars respectivelyrepeating prions Dieu'. It was published by Bernard Latte and bore his plate number ofB.L. 3420 (misprinted 3240 in my book) and appeared early in October, 1844, with a pictorialtitle page by Celestin Nanteuil and seven pages of engraved music.Last year I acquired a bound-up volume of Berlioz's songs in first editions and amongstthem was a copy of La Belle Isabeau with a curious make-up consisting of the last page of anunknown song (p. a) with Berlioz's Isabeau following, paginated 2-5, while the final pageafter this—a Romance from Donizetti's Robert d'Evreux—was again paginated a. These threeitems bore the plate numbers of B.L. 3285.1., 3274.2. and 2273.3. respectively which suggestedthat they might be the first three songs in some Album or other, but in what will emerge lateron. It will be noted that this version bore an earlier plate number than the version hithertoregarded as the first edition, 3274 as against 3420, and that it consisted of only four pages insteadof seven. It is an entirely different engraving and the twelve bars of choral endings do notexist. The rest of the music, both in the vocal line for mezzo-soprano and the pianoforteaccompaniment, is identically the same but the direction un poco animato ' on p. 6 of thechoral version becomes, un peu mime ' on p. 4 of the other. However, the most amazingthing occurs in the title heading to the first version (there was no titlepage to it) in that thereis a dedication—' a Mlle. Recio '—and this does not appear in the later, choral version. Onecannot imagine why Berlioz decided to omit this from the later edition and indeed all furthereditions when it must be remembered that he never dedicated any other work to his secondwife. This abandonment took place with great rapidity!Returning to the question of how this version saw the light of day, with the experiencein mind of another song by Berlioz, Le Chasseur Danois, (my No. 35A), I quickly became awareof a possible similarity in publication for this latter song made its first appearance in Latte'sAlbum de Chant du Monde Musical, Sixieme Annee for 1845, with eleven other songs by differentcomposers, this being the first. A copy of this exists in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, so asearch there revealed another Album de Chant du Monde Musical, Cinquieme Armee (though theyear is not stated), date-stamped 1844 thus confirming my suspicions as Isabeau appears as thesecond item, the first being a Romance by Masini. This Album contains eleven songs in all,the other composers being Donizetti, F. Ricci, Monpou, Batta, Boieldieu, Morel, Burgmiiller,Flotow and Graziani, each possessing a different plate number but with no title-pages. Onwhat date in 1844 this appeared is unknown to the Bibliotheque Nationale but, by the platenumber, priority of this version must be given in preference to the choral version.
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In conclusion I might mention later publications for six songs, according to Jullien,were supposed to have been gathered together to form Op. 19 and published by Richault in1855 under the title of Feuillets d' Album. This I discussed at some length under No. 46 inmy book. A copy of such a publication has still not come to light nor has anyone ever correctedme. Le Chasseur Danois was Op. 19, No. 5 and La Belle Isabeau, Op. 19, No. 6. In the volumeCollection de 32 Melodies, published by Richault in 1863, Isabeau, in its second version appearedas No. 32 and in the Oeuvres Completes it was in Vol. XVII as No. 22. The first version hasnever been reprinted in that form so far as I have been able to discover.

REVIEW
CHAMBER MUSIC BY LIVING BRITISH COMPOSERS. Composers' Guild of Great Britain. pp. 42.(British Music Information Centre, 1969. U.K. 7/6d. U.S./Canada $1. Aus./NZ. 75c.)
ORCHESTRAL MUSIC BY LIVING BRITISH COMPOSERS. Volume two. Composers' Guild of GreatBritain. pp. 82. (British Music Information Centre, 1970. U.K. 'of-. U.S./Canada $1.25. Aus./NZ. $1.)

These are the first two volumes of a new series of catalogues. The orchestral music catalogue is a successorto British Orchestral Music: vol. i of the Catalogue of Works by Members of the Composers' Guild of Great Britainissued in 1958. The manner of setting out the catalogue is the same in the new volume, so librarians accustomedto the first volume will find no difficulty in using the second, apart from the inconvenience of the second volumebeing reproduced from typescript. These catalogues are not catalogues of the Centre's library itself, but areintended to show what works by members of the Guild are available, whether published or still in manuscript.The Centre has scores of over half of the works listed; inquiries concerning other works are referred to thepublisher or the composer himself. The Centre also has most of the relevant commercially issued gramophonerecords, and a collection of tapes of works not otherwise recorded (the latter being less extensive than it mightbe because of lack of money to buy new tapes.) There is a large collection of publishers' brochures, and filesof biographical information, which could be very useful to writers of programme notes and record sleeves.The chamber music volume comprises a single alphabetical list (by composers) of chamber music for threeor more instruments, including chamber music with voices. The following information is given for eachwork: instrumentation, duration (when known), publisher and availability of material. Date of compositionis often stated; also, date of birth of the composer.The orchestral catalog= is set out in a similar way, but is classified in the following sections:
Part I: A. Symphonies and sinfoniettas; B. Concertos, etc.; C. Overtures; D. Other orchestral works.Part II: E. Works for string orchestra without solo instrument(s); F. Concertos etc. for solo instrument(s)with strings.Part III: G. Works for brass or military bands.
These are the same as in vol. 1, except that section G is new. I doubt whether the classification is particularlyuseful: sections A, C and D could be amalgamated, B and F amalgamated then redivided according to soloinstrument, and G separated into two sections. Legibility might have been improved by a less extensive useof capitals. The information is clearly presented in well-spaced columns. This volume contains chiefly workswritten since vol. I was published. It does, however, contain earlier works by composers previously omitted,e.g. all thirty-two of Havergal Brian's symphonies are listed here, twelve of which antedate 1958. There areoccasional inconsistencies; e.g. Graham Whettam's Fourth Symphony appears in both volumes, in the latterdated 1962 (presumably it was revised then). Vaughan Williams' Ninth Symphony is missing from vol. 1, butbecause of the composer having died, is not eligible for inclusion in vol. z.

These catalogues are useful in drawing our attention to much music whose existence is often unknown.Further catalogues are promised if enough copies of these are sold to cover the cost of their production. It isto be hoped that as many libraries as possible will help advertise the work of the Centre by buying these and anysubsequent volumes. CLIFFORD BARTLETT
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BATONsHEppARD, LESLIE. About batons. MTe vol. 48ii. Nov., pp. 27, 37.
BEETHOVEN, Ludwig vanCHITTUM, DONALD. Compositional similarities inBeethoven and Stravinsky. MR vol. 30 no. 4. Nov.,pp. 285-290.

JEFFERSON, ALAN. Trial run for Fidelio: an outline ofthe difference between Fidelio and Leonore. MMuvol. 17 no. II. July, pp. 28-31, 79.
ORGA, NrEs. A Beethoven first performance. MOvol. 92 no. 1104. Sept., pp. 623-625, 627.
BERG, AlbanGARNER, MOSCO. Alban Berg in his letters to his wife.ML vol. 50 DO. 3. July, pp. 365-375.
GARNER, MOSCO. The Berg affair, Venice 2934. MTvol. no no. 1521. Nov., pp. 1129-1131.
BERLIOZ, HectorBASS, EDWARD C. Musical time and space in Berlioz.MR vol 35 no. 3. Aug., pp. 211-224.
KLEIN, JOHN w. Berlioz's sublime epic. Op vol. zoDO. 9. Sept., pp. 753-758.
DAVIS, COLIN. Why Berlioz? MMu vol. x8 no. 2.Oct., p. 26.
MACDONALD, HUGH. The colossal nightingale: anexamination of the large-scale aspects of Berlioz.MMu vol. 17 no. II. July, pp. 24, 25.
MACDONALD, HUGH. Les Troyens at the Theatre-Lyrique. MT vol. ixo no. 2529. Sept., pp. 919-921.
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ROSENTHAL, HAROLD, HORST KOEGLER ET AL. Over-selling Berlioz? Op vol. an no. ii. Nov., pp. 914-921.
TEMPERLEY, NICHOLAS. Berlioz and the slur. ML vol.50 no. 3. July, pp. 388-392.
BIRTWISTLE, HarrisonNYMAN, MICHAEL. Mr Birtwistk is out. MMu vol.18 no. x. Sept., pp. 27, 78.
BOGINOR, GyorgyOGDON, JOHN. Tuner extraordinary: Gyorgy Boginor,[USSR]. MMu vol. 17 no. ii. July, p. 32.
BOOKSLEWIN, ROBERT. The book market [of books on theviolin]. S vol. 8o no. 955. Nov., pp. 297, 299, 301,303.
BORODIN, AlexanderSCHOFIELD, MAURICE. Borodin had two strings to hisbow. ME vol. 33 no. 340. Nov./Dec., p. 305.
BOWSSPICER, PETER S. Re-hairing and repairing bows forstringed instruments. S vol. 8o no. 952. Aug., pp.159, 161, 163, 165. vol. 8o no. 953. Sept., pp. 219,221, 223. vol. 80 no. 954. Oct., pp. 259, 26i, 262, 267,269, 271, 273, 275. vol. 8o no. 955. Nov., pp. 305, 307,309, 311. vol. 8o no. 956. Dec., pp. 361, 363, 365.
BRIAN, HavergalFOREMAN, R. L. E. The symphonies of HavergalBrian. Co no. 33. Autumn, pp. 24-30.
BROWN, RosemarySENIOR, EVAN. Music from the spheres: RosemaryBrown. MMu vol. 17 no. 12. Aug., p. 38.
BRUCKNER, AntonCOOKE, DERYCK. The Bruckner problem simplified, apostscript. MT vol. II() no. 1518. Aug., p. 828.
DAWSON-BOWLING, PAUL. Thematic and tonal unityin Bruckner's eighth symphony. MR vol. 35 no. 3.Aug., pp. 225-236.
BRUNO, BarbieriANON. A Mantuan viola of 9-9 6 . - S  vol. 8o no. 953.Sept., pp. 194, 195, 223.
BUSH, AlanORGA, ATES. Alan Bush, musician and Marxist. MMuvol. 17 no. 12. Aug., pp. 20-22.
CARICATURE
THOMSON, J. M. Caricature in music. RMM vol. 3no. 3. Sept., pp. 90-94. vol. 3 no. 4. Dec. The i9thcentury explosion. p. 118-122.

CHORAL MUSICALLDIS, JOHN. Performers' platform: Modern choralmusic. Co no. 33. Autumn, pp. 8-12.
STEVENS, DENIS. Cori spezzati, the repertoire fordouble choir. MMu vol. 18 no. I. Sept., pp. 44, 75.
CHURCH MUSICBATE, DONALD. Music at St Woolos's [CathedralChurch, Newport, Monmouthshire]: some historicalnotes. WM vol. 3 no. 5. Autumn, pp. 5-11.
BRYDEN-BROOKE, SIMON. Plainsong for the English?Revival. CM vol. 2 no. 32. Aug., pp. 18-20. vol. 2no. 34. Dec., pp. lo-I2: Modal psalmody ancientand modern.
DAWNEY, MICHAEL. New liturgy: new music. Co no.33. Autumn, pp. 19-24.
DAWNEY, MICHAEL. Twentieth-century church lightmusic group. CM vol. 2 no. 34. Dec., pp. 13, 14.
ILLING, ROBERT. A metrical trinity: Est, Barley,Ravenscroft. MT vol. rio no. 1519. Sept., pp. 977,978.
RICHENS, DICK. Ordo Missae. Music and the changeof rite. Advent. CM vol. 2 no. 32. Aug., pp. 8-xo.vol. z no. 33. Oct., pp. 14-18: Choir guide.
CLARINETHACKER, ALAN. Rainbow reed: the clarinet. MMuvol. 18 no. 1. Sept., pp. z8, 72.
SHEPPARD, LESLIE. The clarinet. MTe vol. 48 no. 7.July, PP. 13, 22.
COPLAND, AaronNoRmcom, BAYAN. Copland in England. MMu vol.18 no. 3. Nov., pp. 34-36, 68.
CORNETTMONK, CHRISTOPHER. Cornetts today. RMM vol. 3no. 3. Sept., pp. 87, 88.
CRUFT, AdrianRUBBRA, EDMUND. The music of Adrian Cruft. MTvol. no no. 1518. Aug., pp. 822-825.
DANCEDOLMETSCH, NATHALIE. Dances of the fourteenthcentury. RMM vol. 3 no. 4. Dec., pp. 127, 128.
DAVIES, Peter MaxwellCHANAN, MICHAEL. Dialectics in Peter MaxwellDavies. T no. 90. Autumn, pp. 12-22.
HARVEY, JONATHAN. Maxwell Davies's 'Songs for aMad King'. T no. 89. Summer, pp. 2-6.

surcLIFFE, TOM. Peter Maxwell Davies: the origins ofVesalius. MMu vol. 18 no. 4. Dec, pp. 24, 74.
DAVIES, Sir Henry WalfordLATHAM, RICHARD. Henry Walford Davies, 1869-1941.RCM vol. 65 no. 3. Christmas, pp. 27-30.
PARFITT, NOBEL. Walford Davies. MO vol. 92 no.1103. Aug., p. 577.
DEBUSSY, ClaudeAPRAHAMIAN, FELIX. Opera on the gramophone:Pelleas and Melisande. Op vol. zo no. 12. Dec., pp.1008-1016.
DELIUS, FrederickPALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Delius, Vaughan Williamsand Debussy. ML vol. 50 no. 4. Oct, pp. 475-480.
DOHNANYI, Ernst vonWEINGARTEN, JOSEPH. Ernst von Dohnanyi, pianist,composer, conductor and teacher. TCM no. x2.Oct., pp. 5, 6.
DON IZETTI, GaetanoASHBROOK, WILLIAM. Donizetti's 'historical' operas.Op vol. 20 no. 8. Aug., pp. 665-669.
DOUBLE BASSSLATFORD, RODNEY. Three hundred and fifty elephants.Some thoughts on the repertoire of the double bass.S vol. 8o no. 953. Sept., pp. 215, 217, 219.
DRAPER, CharleswEsToN, PAMELA. Charles Draper: the grandfather ofEnglish clarinettists. MTe vol. 48 no. 10. Oct., pp.13, 14.
DULCIMERLEACH, JOHN. The dulcimer. C no. 25. 1968-9,PP. 390-395.
DUTILLEUX, HenriDAVIES, LAURENCE. Henri Dutilkux, composer oftradition. MMu vol. x8 no. I. Sept., pp. 20-22, 24, 25.
EGYPTBARWISE, MAUREEN M. Hearing the music of ancientEgypt. C no. 25. 1968-9, pp. 343-361.
ELECTRONIC MUSICORGA, ATES. Electronic music in Poland. Co. no. 32.Summer, pp. 22-27.
WEILAND, FRITS. Dutch electronic music studios.RS no. 36. Oct., pp. 549-553.

ELGAR, Sir EdwardFISKE, ROGER. The Enigma: a solution. MT vol. 110no. 1521. Nov., pp. 1124-1126.
EMI LIANI, Francesco deANON. Francesco de Emiliani. S vol. 8o no. 955.Nov., pp. 294, 295.
ETHNOMUSICOLOGY
BROERE, BERNARD J. AND SYLVIA MOORE. Ethno-musicology in the Netherlands. RS no. 36. Oct.,PP. 545-549.
FESTIVALSPROTHEROE, JOHN. The Shakespeare jubilee, 1769.MO vol. 93 no. Ixo6. Nov., pp. 71, 72.
FOLK MUSIC
FLEMING-WILLIAMS, DAVID. The folk fiddle. Onplaying folk music on the violin. EDS vol. 31 no. 3.Autumn, p. 107.
HAMER, FRED. Thoughts of a folk song collector.EDS vol. 31 no. 3. Autumn, pp. 88, 89.
FURT WANGLER, WilhelmGILLIS, DANIEL. Furtwangler and the future. MRvol. 30 no. 4. Nov., pp. 308, 309.
GOEHR, AlexanderNORTHCOTT, BAYAD.I. Goehr the progressive. MMuvol. 18 no. 2. Oct., pp. 36-38, 78.
GOFFRILLER, FrancescoANON. Francesco Goffriller of Venice. S vol. 8o no.956. Dec., PP. 346, 347.
GOH, Soon TioeBRAM, MARJORIE. Singapore's Goh Soon Tioe. Svol. 8o no. 953. Sept., pp. 211, 213, 215.
GOUNOD, CharlesSCOTT, MICHAEL. Why Faust? A defence of the opera.MMu vol. 18 no. 4. Dec., pp. 28, 29.
GREAT BRITAINHARLEY, JOHN. Music at the English court in theeighteenth and nineteenth centuries. ML vol. 5o no. 3.July, PP. 332-351.
MOREHEN, JOHN. The Southwell Minster tenor part-book in the library of St Michael's College, Tenbury(ms.1382). ML vol. 50 no. 3. July, PP. 352-364.
PARKINSON, JOHN A. Garrick's folly Of, The GreatStratford Jubilee. MT vol. no no. 1519. Sept., pp.922, 923, 925, 926.
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THOMAS, A. F. LEIGHTON. The kiss of the muse. [On
some Welsh musicians.] WM vol. 3 no. 5. Autumn,
pp. 25-zo.
GUITAR
ABLoNIZ, MIGUEL. Rational guitar technique. GN no.
205. Sept./Oct. 1969, pp. 17-19. no. 206. Nov./Dec.,
pp. 2o-22.
HAMILTON, lain
GRIER, CHRISTOPHER. SerialiSM WO soon: the music
of lain Hamilton. MMu vol. 17 no. 22. Aug., pp.
32, 63.

HANDEL, George Frideric
BEST, TERENCE. An example of Handel embellishment.
MT vol. no no. 1519. Sept., p. 933.
DEAN, WINTON. A  Handel tragicomedy r Flavio
MT vol. no no. 2528. Aug., pp. 819-822.

HARPHAM, James
ANDERSON, NICHOLAS. The wooden '0'.Investi-
gating the music of James Harpham. RMM vol. 3
no. 4. Dec., p. 243.

HART, Philip
DAWES, FRANK. Philip Hart and William Norris. MT
vol. 220 no. 252o. Oct., pp. 2074-2076.

HAYDN, Joseph
COLE, MALCOLM S. Momigny's analysis of Haydn's
Symphony no. 103. MR vol. 30 no. 4. Nov., pp.
261-284.
HENZE, Hans Werner
PORTER, ANDREW. Henze's Young Lord'. MT vol.
120 no. 25zo. Oct., pp. 2028-2030.

HINDEMITH, Paul
TRUSCOTT, HAROLD. Hindemith and  D a s
Marienleben '. M T  vol. no no. 1522. Dec., pp.
1240-1242.

HOLMBOE, Vagn
LAYTON, ROBERT. Vagn Holmboe and the quartet.
MT vol. no no. 1522. Dec., pp. 2232-1234.

HONEGGER, Arthur
PALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Religious music of Arthur
Honegger. CM vol. 2 no. 33. Oct., pp. 7-9

HOLLAND
JURRES, ANDRE. Twenty years of Donemus (2947-
2967). RS no. 36. Oct., pp. 518-520.

IMPROVISATION
BIDDLECOMBE, G. C. The role of improvisation in
performance. S vol. 8o no. 954. Oct., pp. 255, 257.

INDIA
MAYER, JOHN. Indian music. Co no. 32. Summer,
pp. 9-12.

INSTRUMENTS
BRUCE, joHN. The tail of Pegasus. EDS vol. 31 no. 4.Winter, pp. 245, 246.
IRELAND, John
FLEMING, CHRISTOPHER LE. John Ireland-an
appreciation. MO vol. 93 no. 1105. Oct., pp. 19, 22.

ITALY
SELFRIDGE, ELEANOR. Organists at the Church of
SS. Giovanni e Paolo [Venice]. ML vol. 50 no. 3.
July, PP. 393-399.
JAPAN
BROWN, RAYMOND LAMONT. Music education in Japan.
M vol. 3 no. 5. Nov., PP. 34-37.

JEFFREYS, George
ASTON, PETER. George Jeffreys. MT  vol. 110 no.
1517. July, PP. 772, 774-776.
JONES, Philip
BLyrx, ALAN. Brass in the family: Philip Jones.
MMu vol. 17 no. II. Aug., pp. 26, 63.

JOSQUIN DES PRES
RUFF, LILLIAN M. Some formal devices in Josquin's
motets. C no. 25. 1968-9, pp. 36z-372.

JOUBERT, John
JOHN jousEar in conversation with Peter Davidson:
A composer interviewed, II. [Reprinted from ALTA
1968/69.] Co no. 32. Summer, pp. I, 3-5.

KELLY, Michael
FORBES, ELIZABETH. Mozart's Irishman. Op vol. zo
no. II. Nov., pp. 939-945.

KEYBOARD MUSIC
DART, THURSTON. Elizabeth Edgeworth's keyboard
book. ML vol. 50 no. 4. Oct., pp. 470-474.

KITTEL, Nikolaus Ferder
WHISTLER, H. AND G. Nikolaus Ferder Kittel: the
Russian Tourte. [Reprinted from Music Journal',
New York.] S vol. 8o no. 952. July, pp. 127, 229, 131.

LICETTE, Miriam
LOCKHART, RUPERT BRUCE. Miriam Licette (2885-1969).
Op vol. 20 no. 20. Oct., pp. 856-858.

LIPKIN, Malcolm
GOOD, HAMISH. The music of Malcolm Lipkin. MT
vol. no no. 1522. Dec., pp. 1237-1240.

LISTENING
CHANAN, MICHAEL. Methods of listening. MMu vol.
28 no. 3. Nov., PP. 48, 49.
LOCKHART, James
LOVELAND, KENNETH. Scotsman in Cardiff: James
Lockhart. MMu vol. 18 no. 2. Sept., pp. z6, 75.

LUCCI, Giuseppe
ANON. Cay. Giuseppe Lucci, master violin maker. S
vol. 8o no. 956. Dec., PP. 354, 355, 379.
LUFF, William H.
ANON. Fifty years of craftsmanship. S  vol. 80 no.
951. July, pp. 202, 203, 125.

MALIPIERO, Francesco
PINZAUTI, LEONARDO. Malipiero and his Sette
Canzoni '. Op vol. 20 no. 8. Aug., pp. 670-673.

WATERHOUSE, JOHN C. G. Malipiero's Sette
Canzoni '. MT vol. no no. 2528. Aug., pp. 826-828.

MANTAGAZZA, Pietro Giovanni
ANON. Pietro Giovanni Mantagazza. S vol. 8o no.
954. Oct., pp. 242, 243.

MARCELLO, Alessandro
CUDWORTH, CHARLES. Alessandro Marcello, a
tercentenary note. MT vol. 1522. Dec., pp. 1231, 1232.

MARCHAND, Louis
SHARP, GEOFFREY B. Louis Marchand, 1669-1732, a
forgotten virtuoso. MT vol. no no. 1521. Nov.,
PP. 1134-1137.
MAYER, Sir Robert
MAYER, SIR ROBERT. What Germany means to me.
M vol. 3 no. 3. July, pp.

MEYERBEER, Giacomo
BEBB, RICHARD AND VIVIAN LIFF. Opera On the
gramophone: Les Huguenots'. Op vol. 20 no. 7.
July, pp. 58o-586. vol. zo no. 8. Aug., pp. 678-684.

MOERAN, Ernest John
COCKSHOTT, GERALD. Warlock and Moeran. Co no.
33. Autumn, pp. I, 3, 4.

MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus
BURKE, F. J. HOW ill was Mozart? M vol. 3 no. 3.
July, PP. 37, 38.
KLENZ, WILLIAM. Per aspera ad astra, or the stairway
to Jupiter. MR vol. 35 no. 3. Aug., pp. 169-210.
SADIE, STANLEY. Mozart's last opera. Op vol. 20 no.
10. Oct., pp. 837-843.

SADIE, STANLEY. A  note on Davidde penitente
MT vol. no no. 1522. Dec., pp. 1235. 1237.

MUSGRAVE, Thea
KAY, NORMAN. Thea Musgrave. MMu vol. 28 no. 4.
Dec., PP. 34-36, 40.

MUSIC
AUSTIN, RICHARD R. Noisy noise. Co no. 32. Summer,
pp. 28-22.
CAZDEN, NORMAN. The second note is free. MR vol.
35 no. 3. Aug., pp. 237-242.

HANSEN, FOREST. Musical meaning as pointing. MR
vol. 30 rib. 4. Nov., pp. 300-307.

KELLER, HANS. The contemporary problem. T no. 89.
Summer, pp. 25, 27, 28. 110. 90. Autumn, pp. 8-2 I :
Wrong notes in contemporary music.

KELLER, HANS. Truth and music. MMu vol. 17 no. II.
July, pp. 19, 55. vol. 28 no. 2. Sept., pp. 18, 25.
vol. 28 no. 2. Oct., p. 48. vol. 28 no. 3. Nov., PP. 19,
zo, 72.
MURRAY, DOM GREGORY. Saint Cecilia and music. M
vol. 3 110. 5. Nov., pp. 38, 39.

[wEsTRuP, SIR JACK.] Editorial. [On borrowing and
similarities.] ML vol. 5o no. 3. July, pp. 327-331.

MUSICOLOGY
TISCFILER, HANS. What is musicology? MR vol. 30
no. 4. Nov., pp. 253-260.

NIVERS, Guillaume Gabriel
BEECHEY, GWILYM. Guillaume Gabriel Nivers (1632-
1714), his organ music and his Traite de la Composi-
tion. C no. 25. 1968-9, pp. 373-383.

NORRIS, William
DAWES, FRANK. Philip Hart and William Norris. MT
vol. 210110. 1520. Oct., pp. 1074-1076.

NOVELLO, Clara
MASSON, DAVID I. A  reminiscence of Clara Novello.
ML vol. 50 110. 4. Oct., p. 482.

OFFENBACH, Jacques
LAMB, ANDREW. How Offenbach conquered London.
Op vol. 20 no. II. Nov., pp. 932-938.

OPERA
DAVIES, LAURENCE. A century of Paris Opera. M vol.
3 no. 4. Sept., 1969, pp. 13-16. vol. 3 no. 4. Nov.,
pp. 3o-32.
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.IIAREWOOD, THE EARL OF, interviews Pierre Boulez:
Whither opera? Op vol. zo no. i i .  Nov., 1969,
pp. 922-930. vol. 20 no. 12. Dec., pp. 2026-1031.

IRVIN, ERIC. Sydney's [Australia] early opera perform-
ances. Op vol. 20 110. 9. Sept, PP. 764-772.
JACOBS, ARTHUR. An operatic halfway house? MT
vol. Ix° no. 1522. Nov., pp. 1127, 1128.
KOEGLER, HORST. The Cologne opera. Op vol. zo
_no. so. Oct., pp. 832-837.

LEFORT, BERNARD. Opera in Eastern Europe:
Poland, Czechoslovakia. Op vol. 20 no. 7. July, pp.
-571-576.
MCALISTER, RITA. Opera in Eastern Europe: Moscow.
Op vol. 20 110. 7. July, pp. 566-570.
SUTTON, WADHAM. The Abnormality of opera. ME
vol. 33 no. 339. Sept./Oct., pp. 250, 251.
'TARTAK, MARVIN. The two ' Barbieri '. ML vol. 50
no. 4. Oct., pp. 453-469.
WALSH, STEPHEN. Two Hamlets, [Humphrey Searle.
.Sandor Szokolay.] T  no. 89. Summer, pp. 6-12.

ORCHESTRAS
ANON. The British Youth Orchestra. M vol. 3 no. 3.
July, p. 27.
WOUTERS, Jos. Gramophone records and the
Concertgebouw Orchestra. RS no. 36. Oct., pp.
524-526.

ORGAN
AGER, LAURENCE. When is a Rohr not a Rohr? MO
vol. 92 no. 2103. Aug., p. 589.

'CLUTTON, CECIL. Organ building in Britain today.
MMu vol. 18 no. 2. Oct., pp. 32, 76.

CLUTTON, CECIL AND PETER WILLIAMS. The later
history of the Riickpositiv. Some questions and
answers. 0  vol. 49 no. 194. Oct., pp. 72-76.
JEANS, LADY sun. The baroquizing ' of English
,organs, or J. S. Bach's unfortunate influence. MT
vol. 22o no. 1518. Dec., pp. 870, 872.
PADGETT-CHANDLER, DAVID E. The organ: gadgets
incorporated. MO vol. 93 no. 1107. Dec., pp. 155,
157.
VISSER, PIET. The art of the organ in the Netherlands.
RS no. 36. Oct., pp. 529-532.
-WAARS, R. DE. The Dutch street organ. RS no. 36.
Oct., pp. 537-541.

WILLIAMS, PETER. What do we know about the early
Riickpositiv? 0  vol. 48 no. 193. July, pp. 27-42.

ORGAN, particular
BARRETT, GAVIN. New nave division of Sheffield
Cathedral organ. MO vol. 93 no. 2107. Dec., p. 257.

BEECHEY, GWILYM. The organ of Newton Mearns
Parish Church. 0  vol. 48 no. 193. July, PP. 43-46.
BEECHEY, GWILYM. The organ at the parish church of
All Saints, Sanderstead, Surrey. MO vol. 93 no. I107.
Dec., pp. 151, 153, 155.

BOOTMAN, RALPH. Some strange organs in East
Anglia. MO vol. 92 no. 1103. Aug., pp. 586, 587, 589.

cwrroN, CECIL. The organ at St Laurence, Alkmaar
[Holland]. 0  vol. 49 no. 193. July, pp. 20-26.

DAWSON, JONATHAN. The  organs of Winchester
College Chapel. 0  vol. 49 no. 193. July, pp. 2-7.

DIXON, JOHN. New organs for old. MO vol. 93 no.
1106. Nov., p. 93.

DOWNES, RALPH. The Gloucester Cathedral organ.
MT vol. iio no. 1521. Nov., pp. 1176-1179.

FLAY, A. L. Some church organ-crawls for holiday-
makers in Purbeck. MO vol. 92 no. 1104. Sept., pp.
643, 645.
FLETCHER, M. The organs of St Michael and All
Angels, Shelf, Halifax, Yorks. MO vol. 92 no. 1102.
July, PP. 537, 538.
GILFILLAN, F. ALLEN. The organs of Kendall Parish
Church. 0  vol. 49 no. 294. Oct., pp. 61-71.

JEANS, LADY SUSI. The Riidigier organ at the Cathedral
of Linz in Upper Austria. MO vol. 92 no. 2203.
Aug., p. 593.
KEYS, ROBERT F. The Powis School organ project
[Aberdeen]. MO vol. 93 no. 2'05. Oct., pp. 29, 31, 33.

iriAmmENT, JOHN R. The organ at The King's School,
Parramatta, N.S.W., Australia. 0  vol. 49 no. 294.
Oct., pp. 87-90.

mArrmEws, BETTY. The Embassy chapels of eighteenth-
century London. 0  vol. 49 no. 193. July, pp. 15-19.

STERRETT, NORMAN. The organ in Liverpool Metro-
politan Cathedral. 0  vol. 49 110. 194. Oct., pp. 49-60.

STUBINGTON, H. Some little organs and a problem.
MO vol. 93 no. 1106. Nov., pp. 89. 91.

SUMNER, W. L. The Cavaille-Coll organ at Melun,
France. MO vol. 92 no. 1102. July, pp. 533, 535.

SUMNER, W. L. The organs and organists of the
Church of St Eustache, Paris. 0  vol. 49 no. 193.
July, pp. 8-54.

WILLIAMSON, DAVID. The organs of Oliwa [Poland].
0 vol. 49 no. 194. Oct., pp. 77-79.

ORGAN MUSIC
WIDDICOMBE, GILLIAN. Electronic organ music. MMu
vol. 17 510. 12. Aug., pp. 28, 63.

PAGANINI, Niccolo
ANON. The strange case of Paganini. M vol. 3 no. 4.
Sept., PP. 34, 35.

PENDERECKI, Krzysztof
ORGA, AYES. Penderecki: composer of martyrdom.
MMu vol. 18 no. 1. Sept, PP. 34-38, 79.

PIANO
HOWARD, STANLEY. Perfect pedalling. MTe vol. 48
no. 8. Aug., p.

PI JPER, Willem
WOUTERS, JOS. Willem Pijper (1894-1947). RS no. 36.
Oct., pp. 532, 533.

PLAN Tt, Francis
SCHWERKE, IRVING. Francis Plante: patriarch of the
piano (1839-1934). RS no. 35. July, pp. 474-494.

POPULAR MUSIC
MILES, JOHN. The transistorized muse. M vol. 3 no. 4.
Sept., pp. 10, xi.

PROFESSION of MUSIC
BRUXNER, MERVYN. The training of music teachers.
M vol. 3 no. 4. Sept, PP. 41, 42.

DEGENS, R. N. Dutch performers on records. RS no.
36. Oct., pp. 534-536.

ERICEL, LAJOS AND WINFIELD HUTTON. Artist or
artisan: comments on the current mechanisation of
musk. MO vol. 93 r10. 1107. Dec., pp. 129, 131.

MORGAN, DAVID. To pay or not to pay. Co no. 33.
Autumn, pp. 4, 5, 7, 8.

PROGRAMMES
DALE, S. The annotated programme note. MO vol.
93 110. 1107. Dec., pp. 131-133.

PUCCINI, Giacomo
KIRBY, PERCIVAL R. PUCC111I'S Ironclad Sicily'
[from 'La Boherne ']. MT vol. iso no. 15.18. Aug.,
pp. 818, 819.

PURCELL, Henry
BUTrREY, JOHN. Did Purcell go to Holland in 1691?
MT vol. Ix() no. 1519. Sept., pp. 929-932.
NYMAN, MICHAEL. Purcell in his cups. MMu vol. IS
no. 2. Oct., p. 30.

RAWSTHORNE, Alan
SUTTON, WADHAM. Alan Ra.wsthorne: Sonatina for
piano. MTe vol. 48 no. 7. July, p. 15.

RECORDER
ANON. Recorder tone. RIVIM vol. 3 no. 4. Dec.,
pp. 528-230.
MUNROW, DAVID. Not just for school days: an outline
of the recorder's true place in music. MMu vol. 18
ISO. 4. Dec., pp. 30, 74.
WAITZMAN, DANIEL. Bell-key probe. RMM vol. 3
no. 3. Sept., p. 86.

RECORDS and RECORDINGS
DAVIES, SEAN. Early folk music recordings. EDS
vol. 31 no. 3. Autumn, p. 90.

DAVIS, MARGARET. The gramophone is education
50 years ago and today. ME vol. 33 no. 340. Nov./
Dec., pp. 304, 305.
DEGENS, R. N., The Donemus audio-visual series, a
unique undertaking. RS no. 36. Oct., pp. 520-523.
DENNIS, J. G & T off the beaten track. RC vol. 28
nos. i1/i2. Dec., pp. 275-278.
HOEFNAGELS, L. S. Theatre sound and image-
archives of tapes and films relating to the theatre. RS
no. 36. Oct., pp. 526-528.
LEADER, BILL. The vanishing 78 [of folk music].
EDS vol. 31 no. 3. Autumn, p. 94.
WAART, PAUL DE. The historical archives of the
Netherlands Radio Union. RS no. 36. Oct., pp.
541-545.
ROSEN, Charles
BLYTH, ALAN. Not  just a pianist: Charles Rosen.
MMu vol. 18 no. 4. Dec., pp. 26, 74.

ROUSSEL, Albert
APRAHAMIAN, FELIX. Roussel's Padmavati '. Op
vol. 20 no. 7. July, pp. 577-579.
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CRICHTON, RONALD. Roussel's stage works. MT vol.110 no. 1517. July, pp. 729-733.
SCHUBERT, FranzGIBB, JAMES. Schubert's piano music. MTe vol. 48no. 8. Aug., pp. 7, 14.
SELT SAM, William H.MILLER, PHILIP. William H. Seltsam and MCC. RSno. 35. July, PP. 511-514.
SERIALISMSMALLEY, ROGER. Serialism for today. T no. 90.Autumn, pp. 2-7.
SINGINGGOWINGS, LEONARD. Singing. M vol. 3 no. 3. July,PP. 12-14.
HUGHES, ANDREW. Some notes on the early fifteenth-century contratenor. ML vol. 5o no. 3. July, pp.376-387.
PLEASANT'S, HENRY. How high the G's in [Rossini's]Figaro: a hunch about Roman pitch. M.Mu vol. 18no. 4. Dec., pp. 43, 73.
SKALKOTTAS, NikosORGA, AYES. Skalkottas, shadowy figure of Greekmusic. MMu vol. 17 no. ii. July, PP. 36-40, 46, 82.
SLOBODSKAYA, Oda
BARNES, HAROLD AND SYLVIA JUNGE. Oda Slobodskayadiscography. RS no. 35. July, pp. 502-512.
EVES, GRENVILLE. Oda Slobodskaya: reminiscences.RS no. 35. July, pp. 495-501.
SMITH, KittyANON. Kitty Smith: violin maker. S vol. 8o no. 952.Aug., pp. 146, 247, 277.
SPAINDENLEY, GERALD. The real flamenco and cante jondo.ME vol. 33 no. 340. Nov./Dec., pp. 307, 308.
STAMPSFINLAY, IAN F. String-players on postage stamps. Svol. 8o no. 951. July, pp. 121, 113, 125.
PHILATICUS '. Stamps of musical interest. MO vol.92 no. x102. July, p. 515. vol. 92 no. 2103. Aug.,p. 585. vol. 93 no. 1105. Oct., p. 12.
STORACE, NancyMATTHEWS, BETTY. The childhood of Nancy Storace.MT vol. ilo no. 1517. July, pp. 733, 735.

STRAUSS, RichardJEFFERSON, ALAN. Opera on the gramophone:Richard Strauss's other operas. Op vol. zo no. 20.Oct., pp. 844-855.
STRAVINSKY, IgorHEARD NEAR TIFLIs. [Concerning tape recordings ofGeorgian polyphony.] A letter from Igor Stravinsky,a reply from Geoffrey Bush. Co no. 32. Summer, pp.5-7-
CHITTUM, DONALD. Compositional similarities inBeethoven and Stravinsky. MR vol. 30 no. 4. Nov.,pp. 285-290.
DAWNEY, MICHAEL. Stravinsky. CM v01. 2 110. 32.Aug., pp. 6, 7.
wwirrALL, ARNOLD. Thematicism in Stravinsky's'Abraham and Isaac'. T no. 89. Summer, pp. x2-16.
SUTTON, Sir JohnDAVIDSON, C. H. Sir John Sutton in Germany. 0 vol.49 110. 194. Oct., pp. 8o-86.
SWEELINCK, Jan PieterszoonWILLIAMS, PETER. Sweelinck and the Dutch school.MT vol. ix° no. 2522. Dec., pp. 1286-1288.
SYMPHONYDAVIES, LAURENCE. The symphony in France fromBerlioz to Roussel. M vol. 3 no. 3. July, pp. 15-18.
TAUBER, Richard
ABELL, GEORGE 0. AND LOIS E. A  representativeTauber collection. RC vol. 18 nos. II/12. Dec., pp.266-272.
DENNIS, JAMES. Richard Tauber. RC vol. 18 nos. 11 /12.Dec., pp. 245-265.
DENNIS, J. Richard Tauber discography. RC vol. 18no. 8-xo. Oct., pp. 171-239.
TAVENER, JohnTAVENER, joHN. Celtic Requiem, an introduction.MT vol. II° /10. 1517. July, pp. 736, 737.
TEACHINGBENTLEY, ARNOLD. The measurement of musicalability in young children. RNIM vol. 3 no. 3. Sept.,PP. 95, 96.
BURNETT, MICHAEL. The case for cool music teaching.ME vol. 33 110. 339. Sept./Oct., pp. 249, 250.
BURROW, RONALD. The bandotheque in musicteaching. ME vol. 33 no. 338. July/Aug., pp. 187,214.

CLEALL, CHARLES. The natural pitch of the humanvoice. ME vol. 33 no. 339. Sept./Oct., pp. 242, 243.
DENLEY, GERALD. Crashing the barrier. [On the use ofIndian music in remedial classes.] M vol. 3 no. 3.July, pp. 29-31.
FREED, RICHARD. Making music with three-year-olds.[Reprinted from HiFi/Stereo Review 1966.] M vol. 3no. 5. Nov., pp. 10-13.
HUNTER, HILDA. Towards independence. [Teachingthe recorder.] RMM vol. 3 no. 4. Dec., pp. 133, 135.
LEECH, HILARY. The young pianist's practice scheme.MTe vol. 48 no. 8. Aug., pp. 9, 14.
REDWOOD, CHRISTOPHER. Forming a school orchestra.MT vol. 48 no. 12. Dec., pp. II, 12.
ROBJOHNS, ERIC. Sound in the classroom. M vol. 3no. 3. July, PP. 32, 33. vol. 3 no. 4. Sept., pp. 30, 31.vol. 3 no. 5. Nov., pp. 20, 21.
SHEppARD, LESLIE. Augmenting the school orchestra.MTe vol. 48 no. ro. Oct., pp. 25, 35.
SiMpSON, KENNETH. Some great music educators:The secondary predicament. MTe vol. 48 no. 7.July, pp. 17, 18.
SMITH, DOROTHY M. Music in the classroom:Integration and continuity. MTe vol. 48 no. Io.Oct., pp. 22, 23. vol. 48 fib. xx. Nov., pp. 16, 17.vol. 48 no. rz. Dec., pp. zo,
SWANWICK, KEITH. Conducting the school orchestra.ME vol. 33 no. 339. Sept./Oct., pp. 247, 248.
WELLAMS, F. Beyond the frontiers of knowledge. Mvol. 3 110. 5. Nov., pp. 6-9.
WILCOX, GEORGE. The overhead projector. ME vol.33 no. 338. July/Aug., p. x86.
TRUMPETHOWARTH, ELGAR. Performers' platform: Someaspects of trumpet playing. Co no. 32. Summer, pp.I3-17.
SNIITHERS, DON. Scholarship and performance: theoryand practice in relation to the baroque trumpet.MIVIu vol. 18 no. 3. Nov., pp. 28, 29.
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, RalphPALMER, CHRISTOPHER. Delius, Vaughan Williamsand Debussy. ML vol. 50 no. 4. Oct, PP. 475-480.

REES, A. J. HEWARD. Vaughan Williams's 'SeaSymphony'. WM vol. 3 rib. 5. Autumn, pp. 21-35.
VEASEY, Josephine331.,v-rH, ALAN. Josephine Veasey. Op vol. zo no. 9.Sept., pp. 759-763.
VERDI, GiuseppeOSBORNE, CHARLES. Verdi's 'really first' opera.Op vol. zo no. 8. Aug., pp. 674-677-
OSBORNE, CHARLES. The plot of' Aida'. MT vol. I10
110. 1520. Oct., pp. 1034-1036.

VIOLAGREN, CARL }Inc°. Some observations and measure-ments on the acoustical properties of the viol family.C 110. 25. 1968-9, 1313- 384-389.
VIOLINCLEEVE, MONTAGU. The violin and its absurdities.MTe vol. 48 110. 7. July, pp. 21, 22.
LEWIN, ROBERT. A question of authenticity. S vol. 8o110. 951. July, pp. 105. 107, 109.
LEWIN, ROBERT. A marriage has been arranged[between various parts of various violins]. S vol. 8ono. 952. Aug., pp. 149, 151, 153, 155.
LEWIN, ROBERT. Diary of a restorer. S vol. 8o no.953. Sept., pp. 197, 199, 201, 203, 2.05
LEWIN, ROBERT. The bargain hunters. S vol. 8o no.954. Oct., pp. 245, 247, 249, 251.
STAREMAN, MARTIN. Violin arching. S  vol. 8o no.955. Nov., pp. 313, 314, 319, 321.
TOPPER, PAUL. The condition of violin strings in useby school students as revealed by a test. S vol. 8o no.952. Aug., pp. 167, 169, 171, 173, 175, 177.
VIOLONCELLOADENEY, MARCUS. Cello teaching as a process ofinitiation. S vol. 8o no. 955. Nov., pp. 321, 323, 325,327.
SHEPPARD, LESLIE. Choosing a cello. MTe vol. 48no. 8. Aug., pp. 13, 25.
STANFIELD, M. B. Technique building for cellists.S vol. 8o no. 951. July, pp. 113, 115. vol. 8o 110. 953.Sept., pp. 207, 209.
STANFIELD, M. B. The application of cello technique.S vol. 8o no. 954. Oct., pp. 251, 253. vol. 8o no. 956.Dec., pp. 357, 359, 361.
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WAGNER, RichardABRAHAM, GERALD. A lost Wagner aria. MT vol. I I°no. 1519. Sept., pp. 927-929.
ALIDVOGEL, W. The story of Bayreuth. M vol. 3 no.3.July, pp. 19-21. vol. 3 no. 4. Sept., pp. I 8-zo. vol. 3no. 5. Nov., pp. 30-32.
BANCROFT, DAVID. [Paul] Claude! on Wagner. MLvol. 50 no. 4. Oct, PP. 439-452.
WARLOCK, PeterCOCKSFIOTT, GERALD. Warlock and Moeran. Co no.33. Autumn, pp. 1, 3, 4.
WARREN, RaymondACTON, CHARLES. The music of Raymond Warren.MT vol. iso no. 1520. Oct., pp. 1031-1033.

REVIEWS

WILLIAMSON, MalcolmTRACEY, EDMUND. Lucky Peter's Journey': wordsfor music. Op vol. zo no. 12. Dec., pp. o16-iozi.
WILLIAMSON, MALCOLM. Lucky Peter's Journey [anopera]. MT vol. 1522. Dec., pp. 1227-1231.
WOOD, Sir Henry J.BOULT, SIR ADRIAN C. Sir Henry J. Wood. A centenarytribute. RCM vol. 65 no. 3. Christmas, pp. 17, 18.
WORDS and MUSIC
KINGSLEY, VICTORIA. Do the words matter? C no. 25.1968-9, 1)13. 396-404-
ZUCKERMAN, Pinchassix-rx, ALAN. Concertos via chamber music. MMuvol. 18 110. 3. Nov., pp. 32, 72.

CATALOG OF CHAMBER MUSIC FOR WIND INSTRUMENTS. By Stanford M. Helm. Revisedprinting. pp. x. 85. (Da Capo Press, New York, 1969).
The list started (1946) in typescript form for internal consumption in the University of Michigan, and wasthen updated to 1951. The extent of the present' revised and corrected printing ' is not revealed, and my reading-glass wasn't powerful enough to spot it. (Several mis-spellings of Goossens could easily have been corrected).It can be judged, therfore, virtually as still reflecting only what was available in 5950. The preface gives asscope Chamber music for 3-12 instruments (and some of slightly larger size) which employs at least one windinstrument', and is honest and down to earth about editions and arrangements. The accent is on modernprints, but out-of-print items do appear, with dates going well back into the last century. There is also somewelcome indexing from the Denkmaler and similar series. A pity therefore to find the Haydn Feldparthie (withSt Anthony Chorale) H. II. 46 in the wind quintet arrangement by Perry (Boosey 1942) when the Geiringeredition of the original setting (Schuberth 1932) is ignored.
It is only too easy to pick on omissions (the unique Schmelzer Sonata a 7, Schott 1949, etc.), and the compilerhas probably had shoals of the reminders he asks for in his ' Coda '.
The groundwork is solid, the coverage international, the arrangement (by performing unit) practical andthe indexing thorough. Thus, it was well worth bringing the pamphlet back into print, for there is no singleequivalent, and the Altman catalogues are rarities now. Wind enthusiasts should be grateful to compiler andreprinter for a tool which needs to be used alongside the subsequent horn, clarinet, etc. bibliographies and thespecialist catalogues of Musica Rara, Robert King and others which have come along since. The formalisedtitles are entirely acceptable, and the details of instrumentation clearly and helpfully set out.

J. H. DAVIES
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HAAGS GEMEENTEMUSEUM: CATALOGUS VAN DE MUZIEKBIBLIOTHEEK.Deel 1; Historische en theoretische werken tot I800, door Marie H. Charbon. pp. 184. (Fritz Knuf,.Amsterdam 44. Hfl.)
This volume is the first of a series describing the music library of the Gemeenternuseum in The Hague-alibrary based on the collections of the late D. F. Scheurleer, and acquired, like the more famous collection ofmusical instruments, by the Museum in 1933. A catalogue of the music and books on music was published byW. Nijhoff in 2923-25; but apart from Scheurleer's original list of 1885, there has never been a catalogue ofthe musical instruments, and the collection has grown so considerably since his death, that both a revisedcatalogue of the library, and a complete catalogue of the musical instruments, are urgently called for. Theseare to appear in two series, under the general editorship of Dr C. C. J. von Gleich, head of theMusic Department.A complete catalogue of the library will not be published: recent musicological literature, and the archivesof Netherlands musicians, compiled since the 1930's will not be included. Parts of Scheurleer's collection(Folk song, Children's songs, Church music, Sacred songs: chapters 17-2o of the 1923 catalogue) did not goto the Municipal Museum, but to the Royal Library of The Hague, so these will not be included. On theother hand, the series will include volumes devoted to prints and drawings, manuscripts and autographs, noneof which appeared in the 2923 catalogue. The present volume, then, is based on vol. i of that publication,with the exception of nineteenth century theoretical works, and books on dramatic music and dance, both ofwhich will be covered in separate volumes later. The catalogue is arranged alphabetically throughout,not following Schleuleer's system of chronological order, per country; and it includes a list of publishers'catalogues to be found in the printed books.The collection comprises rich holdings of standard theorists-Geminiani, Marpurg, Mattheson, Mersenne,Printz, Rameau, Reichardt, Rousseau, Werckmeister-as well as some rarer earlier works-Aaron, Agricola,.Gaffurius, Praetorius, Rhau, Zarlino-(but where is G. Reisch's Margarita philosophica nova, (Strasburg, 1504)of which a beautiful illustration occurs in the 1923 catalogue ?). There are a number of works by standardEnglish authors-Avison, Burney, Hawkins-as well as one or two curiosities-Warren's Tonometer (1725),and Salmon's Essay to the Advancement of Musick, by Casting away the Perplexity of Different Cliffs (5672). Thereare a number of items dealing with music in the French Republic, many instrumental tutors, descriptions ofcarillons and organs, especially in the Low Countries, Mozart's (alleged) instructions as to how to composeusing dice, and three works of typographical interest-Enschede's Proef van Letteren (1768), Fournier's Traite(1765)-(this should be catalogued under [Fournier]), and Gando's Observations (1766), a reply to Fournier'swork. The list of publishers' catalogues-nearly a hundred items-is of great interest, and includes thenames of Ballard, Breitkopf, Hummel, Le Clerc, Playford, Roger, Sieber, Walsh. Some of these have the priceswritten in a contemporary hand.There are many points to commend in Miss Charbon's catalogue; one is that the composers of musicalexamples in a theoretical work are carefully listed at the end of each entry (and fully indexed also); secondly,care has been taken in most cases, where a general work is described, to give details of the chapters which haveparticular musical significance. Miss Charbon gives the printer, where known, for each entry (this was oftenomitted in the 1923 catalogue). There are excelle, ndices, including a most useful one of printers/publishers,arranged by towns. There are, however, one or .. o shortcomings. The format, and the no. of pages of aparticular item are given in the majority of cases, but not all; the date is given as it appears on the printedpage-i.e. in Arabic, or in Roman numerals, or occasionally in texted form, for example quintodecimo suprasesquimillesimum (Nachtgall), which Miss Charbon very kindly tells us is 1515; similar help for Bermudo andGaffurius would have been most acceptable, particularly in a catalogue which is not arranged in chronologicalorder, where it would be helpful to see the date of any item at a glance. Similarly, the Latin names of townsare sometimes given in the index (e.g. Lugduni-Lyons), but not always; musicians outside the Netherlands,.for example, may not know that Lugduni Batavorum-Leiden.There are two points of a typographical nature, which, in my opinion, rather spoil the appearance of thiscatalogue. The first is that the darker, but smaller type used for the author/title of each entry is not legible: adarker impression of type of the same size as the rest of the entry (as in the 1923 edition) would have beenbetter. Secondly, one would prefer not to have to turn a page in the middle of an entry-in some cases afteronly one line, and even causing a break in a word (see pp. 57, 59, 61). The catalogue is not illustrated, (thoughthe prospectus might have led one to believe that it would be), and I hope that the musical instruments series,.at any rate, will have illustrations, even if the library series lacks them. In spite of these minor reservations,this catalogue will be a valuable addition to music libraries. SUSAN STANLEY
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AN INTRODUCTION TO CERTAIN MEXICAN MUSICAL ARCHIVES. Detroit Studies in MusicBibliography 15. By Lincoln Spiess & Thomas Stanford. pp. 85 and pp.9y music supplement. (Detroit, 1969.U.S. $3.50).
The content of this volume is largely that of a paper and supplementary material presented in 1966 at a jointmeeting of the American Musicological Society, the College Music Society and the Society for Ethnomusicology.It claims to be no more than a progress report on the authors' work of locating musical archives in Mexico andidentifying their contents. Research on the existence, let alone the content of holdings of manuscript andprinted musical material in Latin America is generally a formidable operation; accurate information in thisfield is most valuable. Section I of this monograph, entitled A Summary of Certain Mexican Archives andCollections', lists or describes briefly manuscript and printed music in the Metropolitan Cathedrals of Mexicoand Puebla, the Cathedral of Morelia, the Biblioteca .Nacional, the Colegio de las Vizcainas and Chapultepec Castlein Mexico City, the Museo Bello in Puebla, the Museo Virreinato in Tepotzotlan and an unidentified source inHuamelula The listings for the Cathedrals of Mexico and Puebla and the Museo Virreinato will soon besuperseded by the authors' complete catalogue of these collections to be published by the Institute of Latin-American Studies of the University of Texas at Austin. One wonders why the very short Section III, on oneformerly private collection, was not incorporated into Section I since, as the authors themselves state, it wasacquired by the Instituto Nacional de Bellas Aries in 1967A. L. Lloyd has rightly said of Latin-American folk and popular music that they defy practically everypreconceived old European method of classification. The same can be said, to some extent, even of muchwritten-down Latin-American art music, and efforts to fit it into neat (or perhaps easily teachable?) musichistory' categories are liable to produce classifications ranging from the merely inconsistent to the totallyinvalid. Section II, entitled Composers Found in Certain Mexican Archives', is organised according to astrange mixture of conventional stylistic classification, geographical residence and date. The first category,Composers Living in Mexico', is presented under Renaissance Influence', Baroque Influence and Rococo'[sic], Additional Probable Colonial Composers, late seventeenth to early nineteenth century', ClassicInfluence' and ' 1825-5900 '. The second, Composers Not Living in Mexico', is subdivided by century,sixteenth to nineteenth, each of these being again subdivided into composers from the Iberian peninsula andfrom elsewhere in Europe. Section IV lists Forms and Media in Mexican Archives' (these are, of course, inthe music contained in the archives), V is a Bibliography with thirty-six entries and W is an alphabetic list ofcomposers. Section VII is a ninety-five-page music supplement containing six complete items transcribed byThomas Stanford (the Latin and Spanish texts are also given separately) and seven facsimiles. Transcriptionsand facsimiles appear in the opposite order from that given in the contents list; the texts and the first three musicexamples are unpaginated; the other three music examples are individually paginated. All the transcriptionsare given on twelve-stave pages, unused staves, which in some cases amount to five, being left blank. Twoitems are incompletely identified though their texts are printed and available in the usual liturgical sources;Hymnus Sanctissimi Iosephi (verses one and five) is from Second Vespers on the feast of St Joseph and the PrimoResponsorio del Segundo Nocturna %Quis Deus Magnus' is from Matins on the feast of the Holy Trinity.
While congratulating the authors on the admirable and persistent research which has uncovered and identifiedthis material, one regrets the somewhat ill-organised and contextless way in which it is presented here. (There islittle indication, apart from transcription and photographic credits to Thomas Stanford, of the division ofresponsibility between the authors). Sections I, IV, V and VI are immediately informative and useful, bothhistorically and bibliographically. The same cannot be said of the thirty-page Section II. Apart from itscurious methods of organisation it is based on narrow, conventional and often retrospective assessments andassumptions, misleading for those who are unfamiliar with Latin-American or even Iberian musical matters andrigid and oversimplified for those who are; Information is heterogenous and unsystematically presented. Thetypographical layout is confusing and cross reference is neither consistent nor complete (e.g. Comes is listed inSection II as being present in the archive of the Cathedral of Puebla but does not appear in the Puebla entry inSection I). Simultaneous classification and evaluation is difficult in any subject and surely impossible in a smallmonograph on a large amount of written-down music from a culturally complex region. On the evidence of thisvolume it also seems unlikely that a valid spoken paper plus supplementary materials can become in print avalid reference tool. In practice, the six musical specimens themselves (three seventeenth-century liturgicalitems, a villancico, a cantata and an aria, all from the eighteenth century) will no doubt give the percipient readera more realistic view of the nature of some music formerly used in Mexican urban churches than he might getfrom the comments in the text of this volume. JOAN RIMMER

NOTES €09 NEWS by Michael Short
IAML Branch Committee.—The following members have recently been elected to the Committee of theUnited Kingdom Branch: Dr Margaret Laurie (representing University Libraries), Miss Jean M. Sewry (CountyLibraries), Mr P. A. Ward Jones (Copyright Libraries) and Mr Clifford Bartlett (Music College Libraries).
Meetings 1970-71.—Arrangements have been made for three meetings during the winter months. Full detailswill be circulated to all IAML members in due course, but other interested persons are invited to attend andshould contact the Hon. Secretary for further information.

Thursday 29 October 1970at 4 p.m. Visit to the Bodleian Library and Messrs. Blackwell's MusicShop, Oxford. (Preceded by Branch Committee meeting at3 p.m.)
Saturday ia December 1970 Visit to the British Museum to view the Beethoven hi-centenaryat 2.30 p.m. e x h i b i t i o n ,  with an introductory talk by Mr A. Hyatt King.(Please assemble in the vestibule of the North Entrance of theBritish Museum.)
Thursday 25 March 1971 Annual General Meeting, followed by a talk given byat 6.30 p.m. M r  Cecil Hopkinson, entitled A music antiquarianreminisces'. (It is hoped that this meeting will be held atthe Royal Academy of Music. Confirmation of thisarrangement will be notified to members when the papersrelating to the Annual General Meeting are circulated).

Lecture.—In addition to the meetings mentioned above, the following lecture was arranged:
Tuesday zo October 1970at 5 p.m. The significance of John Rastell in early music printing', byMr A. Hyatt King. Gustave Tuck Lecture Theatre, UniversityCollege, Gower Street, London W.C. I. (By the kind invitationof the Council of the Bibliographical Society.)

Appointments.—Professor Joseph Kerman, Professor of Music in the University of California at Berkeley,is to be Heather Professor of Music in the University of Oxford, in succession to Professor Sir Jack Westrup,who is due to retire in 1971.
Dr Harold Watkins Shaw is to be Reference Librarian of the Parry Room at the Royal College of Music, insuccession to Mr Oliver Davies.
Mr Eric Cooper has been appointed Hon. Secretary of the Sound Recordings Group of the Library Association,in succession to Mr David Williams.
Mr Malcolm Jones has been appointed music librarian at Birmingham Public Library.
Catalogue of vocal score sets.—Leicestershire County Library has recently published a union catalogue ofsets of vocal scores available in the libraries of the East Midlands. It is entitled Choral music in the East Midlandsand is available from County Librarian at a cost of 13s.
Dr Karl Haas (1901-197o)Karl Haas paid full tribute to music librarians when he reminisced to members at the London meeting ofDecember 1966. His death in London on 7 July removes a musicologist of the old European school. Theentry in Who's who in music 5th edn. 1969 gives little hint of his unsurpassed knowledge of wind music in generaland military music in particular. He will best be remembered to the musical public through his broadcasts andrecordings with his own London Baroque Ensemble. His magnum opus' Three-hundred years of military music'contracted to Messrs. Hutchinson, unhappily only got as far as a magnificent set of photographs (now in hiswidow's possession) despite many years of work.
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REPRINTS IN MUSICAL LITERATURE
HECTOR BERLIOZCollected literary worksParis 1844-70 8 vols

1 Grand traite &instrumentation et d'orchestration modernes,nouvelle edition . . . suivie de l'art du chef d'orchestreHenry Lemoine, Paris 1870 314pp with music examples £21 Available2 Voyage musicale en Allemagne et en ItalieJules Labitte, Paris 1844 2 vols 802pp £18 12s3 Les soirees de l'orchestreMichel Levy •Freres, Paris 1835 436pp £9 12s Available4 Les grotesques de la musiqueA. .Bourdilliat, Paris 4859 312pp £8 8s Available5 A travers chantsMichel Levy Freres, Paris 1862 342pp £9 12s Available6 MemoiresMichel Levy Freres, Paris 1870 520pp £12 12s Available7 Les musiciens et la musiqueCalmann-Levy, Paris .1903 402pp £9 12s AvailableSpecial price for complete set of 7 works £78
EDUARD HANSLICKCollected musical criticismBerlin 1875-1901 9 vols 3,435pp

1 Die moderne Oper £6 (to 31 December 1970 £4 16s)2 Musikalische Stationen £6 (to 31 December 1970 £4 16s)3 Aus dem Opernleben des Gegenwart £6 (to 31 December 1970 £4 16s)4 Musikalische Skizzenbuch £6 (to 31 December 1970 £4 16s)5 Musikalisches und Litterarisches £6 (to 31 December 1970 £4 16s)6 Aus dem Tagebuche eines Musikers £6 (to 31 December 1970 £4 16s)7 RITA Jahre Musik £7 4s (to 31 December 1970 £6)8 Am ende des Jahrhunderts £7 4s (to 31 December 1970 £6)9 Aus neuer und neuester Zeit £7 4s (to 31 December 1970 £6)Special price for complete set of 9 volumes £51 (to 31 December 1970 £39)
ROBERT SCHUMANNGesammelte Schriften uber Musik und MusikerEdited by M. Kreisig Breitkopf & Hartel, Leipzig 1914 2 vols1,116pp 4 plates

£28 4s Available
Our full list of titles is available on request.
Please order from your bookseller or from:

GREGG INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS LIMITED
FARNBOROUGH HAMPSHIRE ENGLANDGREGG INTERNATIONAL

Willy Hess
BEETHOVEN
Catalogue of works not found in the Collected WorksLudwig van Beethoven.116 pages and 4 facsimilies.

Gustav NottebohmTwo Sketchbooks by Beethoven from the years 1801-1803.
Vol. 5—Books 49-60Ludwig van Beethoven's Konversationshefte.Approximately 400 pages with 16 illustrations.

of

Gustav NottebohmThematic Catalogue; also the Beethovenianna Library ofEmereich Kastner completed by Theodor Frimmel.

L i i  6

£6 12 o

ks 5
£6 12

BRITISH AND CONTINENTAL MUSIC AGENCIES LTD
8 Horse and Dolphin Yard, London WIV 7LG.Telephone 01-437 3342.

THE BRITISHCATALOGUE OF MUSIC
A catalogue of the new music and books about musicpublished in Great Britain, arranged systematicallyaccording to the instruments and voices for which theworks are written with entries under composers, titles,arrangers, authors of words and many other usefulreferences.

Published by
THE COUNCIL OF THE BRITISH NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPY, LTD.

7 & 9 RATHBONE ST., LONDON, W.C.
0 - 5 8 o 3 6 8 1



H. BARON
136 CHATSWORTH ROAD, LONDON N.W.2.

published in reprint
LAVALLIERE: Ballets, Opera et autresouvrages lyriques. A chronologicalcatalogue 1548-1760. 300 pp. La io o
MONDONVILLE: Pieces de Clavecinavec Voix ou Violon, op. 5 (1748)Facsimile £ 3  o o
Thematic catalogues of the works of
Felix MendelssohnIgnaz MoschelesRobert SchumannPeter Tchaikovsky

LiLiLaLa
4

sole agents for
Barry S. BROOK: La symphonie francaisedans la seconde moitie du XVIIIe siècle.3 volumes £ 1 4  II 6

recent catalogues
Autograph music and letters
Musical literature published during the19th century
Music published in France 1700-1800
Vocal scores, Full scores, Books on music
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MUSICAL LITERATUREAND MUSIC BINDING
99 St. Martin's LaneLondon, W.C.2

Tel. (3 lines) 01-240 1612-13-14
* COMPLETE MUSIC SERVICE PROVIDED

BLACKWELL'S
Musk Shop

will be moving to new premisesnext door to the present shop in the
late Summer of 1970. We shall then
be able to offer a much-enlarged
and better-displayed stock of books,music and gramophone records.

39 HOLYWELL STREET
OXFORD
Tel. 49111

New issues in the Series"Cantituni"
Vocal and Instrumental Music

The series Canticum ' presents pre-classical works of great beauty and originality in a modern practical edition.The criterion of selection for works in this series has been the juxtaposition of the various vocal or instrumentalgroups of either equal or different constitution. The composer often wrote simply 'per 8 voci in due con' withoutindicating any precise instrumentation. He would nevertheless suggest a number of alternatives, the variety of whichmade the music accessible to practically all combinations. For instance, Praetorius' Morgenstern which is typical of manyother works, is described by the composer as a 'Concerto Spirituale for 5, 8, lo or 14 parts.'.. In accordance with hisown instructions it may be performed by (1) A five-part chorus; (2) A four-part chorus and five soloists, or by a largerfour-part and a smaller five-part chorus; (3) A four-part and a five-part chorus with continuo; (4) Two choruses,continuo and instruments. The Canticum edition is suitable for all these different interpretations and thus makes thework accessible to any group, from a five-part choir a capella ' to a formation consisting of double choir, woodwind,brass, strings and/or organ.GIOVANNI GABRIELI ( 557-1 6 2)Angelus ad pastores aitChristmas Motet for iz voices in two choirsedited by Paul WinterV IS (P-593o) 12/6GIOVANNI GABRIELI ( 1 5 57- 1 6 1 2)Plaudite omnis terraMotet for 12 voices in three choirsvedte s (P-8o36)6711 4 /W6 inter

GIOVANNI BATTISTA GRILLO (d. 1 6 2 2 )Canzone No. 1for 8 instruments in two choirsedited by Paul WinterScore (P-8038) 15/- Set of Parts 15/- each part 2/-CESARIO GUSSAGO (c. i5 50-d. after 1612)La PorcellagaSonata for 8 instruments in two choirsedited by Paul WinterScore (P-8o39) 12/6 Set of Parts 15/- each part 2/-
IVO DE VENTO (c. 1544-1575)Lob des Weines / Praise of WineTwo dialogues for 8 voices in two choirsedited by Paul WinterV IS (P-8037)1216

Retail and Hire: 119-125 Wardour Street, London'WIV 3TDHead Office and Trade: io-lz Baches Street, London Ni 6DN



G. F. HANDEL
Organ Concerto No. 13 in F major
'The Cuckoo and the Nightingale'
edited by Wilhelm Mohr

Strings, Cembalo (Oboe, Bassoon ad lib.) Duration 16'
F/S (P-8019) 6o/- E a c h  String 6/6 Cembalo  to/6
Organ Part (with piano reduction of orchestral parts) (P4020) 27/6

Organ Concerto No. 14 in A major
edited by Wilhelm Mohr

Strings, Cembalo (z Oboes, Bassoon ad lib.) Duration 18'
F/S (P-8ort) 8o/- E a c h  String 6/6 Cembalo  7/6
Organ Part (with piano reduction of orchestral parts) (P-8ozz) 52/6

Organ Concerto No. 15 in D minor
edited by Wilhelm Mohr

Strings, Cembalo Duration 16'
F/S (P4o23) 6o/- E a c h  String 6/6 Cembalo  7/6
Organ Part (with piano reduction of orchestral parts) (P4024) 27/6

Organ Concerto No. 16 in F major
edited by Wilhelm Mohr

z Oboes, a Bassoons, z Horns, Strings, Cembalo Duration 55'
F/S (P-5925) 42/- E a c h  String 5/- W i n d  Set 35/- Cembalo  to/6
Organ Part (with piano reduction of orchestral parts) (P-5924) 25/-

Retail and Hire: 119-225 Wardour Street, London W iV 3TD
Head Office and Trade: ao-12 Baches Street, London Ni  6DN


